03/23/2020 – Schenker France – Situation about the Covid-19
Last updates on red
Situation by country / geographic area
Bahrain: suspension of flights to/from the United Arab Emirates, Asia and Europe until 03/31/2020.
China: the country is in the phase of resumption of activities. Delays are to be expected between the various port
areas. Currently, cargo ships are preparing for Week 16 shipments for Covid-19 and Ramadan.
Europe: Decreased capacity over the course of days, especially during weeks 13 to 17.
India: many flights are cancelled from Europe/US to India. Securing charter flights to relieve missing capacities.
There is also a shortage of containers, particularly for exports to India.
Kuwait: holidays imposed for 14 days throughout the country from 03/12/2020. Customs and ministerial deadlines
are to be expected.
MEA: we offer LCL (Less Container Load) containers from Jebel Ali to Abu Dhabi, Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Pakistan,
Qatar and Saudi Arabia.
Oman: The equipment shortage continues in Oman due to the drop-in imports from China.
Peru: The country is in emergency stage for the next 14 days. Total closure of borders (air, sea and road) and
suspension of international flights (or transport of goods).
Qatar: temporary halt of flights to/from Asia and Europe. The connection with the United States is maintained. From
03/18/2020, the import flights from Doha will be suspended for 14 days, excluding cargo and transit flights.
Saudi Arabia: 2 weeks of "banishment" for all passengers from 03/15/2020. Saudi Arabia has temporarily banned
all passenger ships except freighters to and from the country. The ban excludes shipping and merchant ships, which
is unlikely to affect discards and shipments to and from Saudi Arabia.
South Korea: massive cancellation of passenger flights at 85%.
Tahiti : Tahiti: Reduced frequencies or capacities on Papeete. Air Tahiti announced the suppression of all its flights.
The United States: stable situation with China. Capacity problem at Seoul International Airports (ICN), Beijing
(PEK), Tokyo (NRT), Kuala Lumpur (KUL) and Singapore (SIN). Significant decrease in maritime export capacity.
There is a threat of total or partial closure of California ports.

Airline Communications
AER Lingus : USA destination via DEN is cancelled
Air Caraibes : Confirmation of 2 flights to CAY on March, 28 and 29.
Air France: reduction in activity between 70 - 90% over the next two months.
Air India: Passenger flights between CDG <> DEL (New Delhi - India) from 03/19/2020.
Air Tahiti Nui : Suspension of its operations from March, 28 2020 for 1 month
American Airlines: abolition of flights departing from Roissy CDG.
British Airways : Some 30 flights are cancelled.
Cathay Pacific: Passenger flights cancelled CDG <> Hong-Kong between 03/29/2020 and 05/31/2020.
Corsair: Cancellation of flights to Montreal (YUL) and Mauritius (MRU). Last flight scheduled for Montreal on
03/22/2020 and for Mauritius on 03/29/2020.
Delta Airlines: Last flight done on 03/21/2020 (DLà83). No more flight are scheduled from CDG until further notice.
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Egyptair: Passenger flights suspended between CDG <> CAI (Cairo) from 03/19/2020. In addition to Cargo flights
to Cairo (CAI), the company plans to set up freighter flights on SHJ (Sharjah - UAE), DXB (Dubai - UAE), BEY
(Beirut - Lebanon), IST (Istanbul - Turkey) , KWI (Kuwait), RUH (Riyadh - Saudi Arabia), JED (Jeddah - Saudi
Arabia), JNB (Johannesburg - South Africa), LOS (Lagos - Nigeria), BOM (Mumbai - India), BKK (Bangkok Thailand) ) and HKG (Hong-Kong).
Emirates SkyCargo: Capacity reduction in France from 03/20/2020. Cancellation of all flights to AMM (Amman Jordan), BEY (Beirut - Lebanon), CMN (Casablanca - Morocco), ALG (Alger - Algeria), TUN (Tunis - Tunisia), CAI
(Cairo - Egypt), TPE (Taiwan), KRT (Khartoum - Sudan), Iraq and Turkey. Strong cancellation on all PAX flights
worldwide.
Evergreen Airlines (EVA): Strong cancellation on all PAX flights worldwide.
Finnair: company introduces temporary embargo on the transport of live animals until further notice.
Iberia : CDG-MAD-PTY flights are cancelled until further notice, in addition to some 20 other destinations.
LATAM Airlines Group: Passenger suspensions between CDG <>GRU (Sao Paulo) from 03/18/2020.
Qatar Airways: Cancellation of evening flights from 03/18/2020 between CDG > Doha. Strong cancellation on all
PAX flights worldwide.
Nippon Airways : 3 flights are scheduled Week 13 between CDG and HND.
Royal Jordanian: Cargo flights are maintained only on AMM (Amman - Jordan), RUH (Riyadh - Saudi Arabia),
DOH (Doha - Qatar), IST and DXB (Dubai - UAE). The other destinations are suspended.
SN Brussels Airlines: Temporary suspensions of all flights between 03/21/2020 and 04/19/2020 included.
Thai Airways: Strong cancellation on all PAX flights worldwide.
Transavia / Hop: suspension of all flights in the coming days.
United Airlines: abolition of flights departing from Roissy CDG.
Vietnam Airlines: Passenger flights suspended from France from 03/18/2020.

